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! E9&! `CD! $%! (9&! 8)Y$878! ?*<()B&! possible across a photovoltaic cell and 
occurs when no current is flowing.  In organic photovoltaics, this value is directly 
related to the energy level difference between the HOMO of the donor and the 
LUMO of the acceptor.  Therefore a donor material with a low HOMO would be 
desirable for maximizing the VOC of the device.  Unfortunately, as the VOC is 
optimized, the bandgap, and thus the light harvesting, of the device is 
compromised.  Careful tuning of the energy levels of the active layer materials is 
essential for the optimization of the VOC. 
! E9&! X6D! $%! (9&!8)Y$878!;7''&+(!-&+%$(/!(9)(!)!%*<)'!;&<<!;)+!@'*-7;&!)+-! $%!
the current that flows through a solar cell when there is no external resistance.  
The JSC relates to the generation and collection of light generated charge carriers.  
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!! i!
light absorption, exciton diffusion and dissociation, charge transport, and charge 
collection.  As far as the active layer is concerned, the JSC is improved if the 
absorbance of the film is improved.  Therefore materials with low bandgaps and 
high extinction coefficients are desirable.  The JSC is also improved if the materials 
in the active layer have high charge mobility and appropriate morphology. 
 The FF is the ratio of the maximum power output to the theoretical power 
output.  The maximum power output is given as the point on the J-V curve where 
the maximum power is produced.  On the J-V curve this is represented as a 
rectangle with an area equal to the product of the Jmpp and the Vmpp.  The 
theoretical power output is given as the product of the JSC and the VOC.  Therefore 





 The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of a photovoltaic device is the ratio 
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FGR!JKhhdJKkk4!
! [Me]! 5&+&%R! 34u! _&(Z&<)&'R! :4dX4! "4! G4u! V**$%(')R! F4! S4u! `&&+%(')R! 64! D4u!
G788&<&+R! X4! D4u! S<*8R! ,4! _4! 34! F7<<&'&+&! S$%)--7;(%! =*'! 2+9)+;&-! C@&+dD$';7$(!
`*<()B&%!)+-!2==$;$&+;$&%!$+!,*</8&'!6*<)'!D&<<%4!;AC1,2"#&%1!DUUWR!56R!JLLgdJLLi4!





! [Mh]! #'78R! E4! C4O! 6*<)'! H+(&+%$(/! )(! 6&)! 5&?&<! ./! _)?&<&+B(94!
9((@OwwTTT4(9&*$<-'784;*8w+*-&wMigMR!2-4R!JKKi4!





! [eK]! F);;9&(($R! "4! rdD*+W7B)(&-! ,*</8&'%! =*'! C'B)+$;! 2<&;('*+$;%! )+-!
,9*(*?*<()$;!D&<<!"@@<$;)($*+%4!-3&41,2"#&%1!DU9UR!5(R!hffdhek4!




2==&;(! $+! 6&<=dC'B)+$Z$+B! D*+W7B)(&-! ,*</8&'! F$<8%! )+-! G$B9d2==$;$&+;/!
,*</(9$*@9&+&OF7<<&'&+&!6*<)'!D&<<%4! "#1,2"#&%1!DUURR!GR!LihdJKf4!
! [ef]! 5$R!:4u!69'*('$/)R!`4u!G7)+BR!X4u!I)*R!I4u!3*'$)'(/R!E4u!28&'/R!V4u!I)+BR!I4!








! [eg]! 6;9$<$+%Q/R! ,4u! "%)T)@$'*8R! >4u! 6;9&'=R! >4u! S$&<&R! 34u! S').&;R! D4! X4!
H+=<7&+;&!*=!(9&!3*<&;7<)'!_&$B9(!*=!,*</[fd9&Y/<(9$*@9&+&]!*+!(9&!,&'=*'8)+;&!*=!
S7<Q!G&(&'*W7+;($*+!6*<)'!D&<<%4!-3&41,2"#&%1!DUUQR!FBR!JLhedJLkK4!
! [eh]! ,&&(R! X4u!D9*R!04!64u!5&&R!64!V4u!S)Z)+R!:4!D4!E')+%$($*+! ='*8!6*<7($*+! (*!
(9&! 6*<$-! 6()(&! $+! ,*</8&'! 6*<)'! D&<<%! D)%(! ='*8! 3$Y&-! 6*<?&+(%4!2"D%*4*+&D$+&.!
DUUWR!'FR!kgeedkgei4!









! [gL]! ^97R! o4dG4u! ,&+BR! X4u! D)*R! I4u! 1*+;)<$R! X4! 6*<7($*+d,'*;&%%).<&! 6$+B<&d
3)(&'$)<! 3*<&;7<)'! 28$((&'%! =*'! C'B)+$;! 5$B9(d28$(($+B! #&?$;&%4! -3&41, )*D1, H&C1!
DU99R!'6R!feKidfeJM4!
! [gJ]! D9$7R! 64d_4u! 5$+R! 54dI4u! 5$+R! G4d_4u! D9&+R! I4dG4u! G7)+BR! ^4dI4u! 5$+R! I4dE4u!
5$+R! F4u! 5$7R! I4dG4u! _*+BR! V4dE4! "! #*+*'d";;&@(*'d";;&@(*'! 3*<&;7<&! =*'! `);778d
,'*;&%%&-! C'B)+$;! 6*<)'! D&<<%!T$(9! )! ,*T&'! D*+?&'%$*+! 2==$;$&+;/! *=! g4Mt4!-3&41,
-*44$81!DU9DR!'/R!LkehdLkei4!
! [gf]! D9&+R!:4u!6)%).&R!G4u!_)+BR!^4u!_)+BR!o4dF4u!G*+BR!^4u!I)+BR!I4u!V$-*R! X4!
D*d2?)@*')(&-! S7<Q! G&(&'*W7+;($*+! 6*<)'! D&<<%!T$(9! g4Kt! 2==$;$&+;/4!;AC1,2"#&%1!
DU9DR!5'R!JhgkdJhhf4!
! [gM]! 67+R!I4u!_&<;9R!:4!D4u!5&*+BR!_4!54u!E)Q);%R!D4!X4u!S)Z)+R!:4!D4u!G&&B&'R!"4!
X4! 6*<7($*+d,'*;&%%&-! 68)<<d3*<&;7<&! 6*<)'! D&<<%! T$(9! g4ht! 2==$;$&+;/4!!"#1, 2"#&%1!
DU9DR!FFR!MMdMk4!
! [ge]! 6(&$+8)++R!`4u!V'*+&+.&'BR!04!34u!5&+Z&R!34!14u!:')=R!64!34u!G&'(&<R!#4u!






! [gh]! ,*@&'&R! S4! D4u! #&<<)! ,&<<&R! "4! 34u! ,*&R! "4u! E9)/78)+)?)+R! 64!


















.)+-B)@! *=! )! 8)(&'$)<R! &$(9&'! (9&! GC3C! ;)+! .&! ')$%&-! )+-w*'! (9&! 5>3C! ;)+! .&!
<*T&'&-4!!2?&+!(9'*7B9!')$%$+B!(9&!GC3C!T*7<-!'&%7<(!$+!)!<*T!.)+-B)@R!$(!;)+!9)?&!
+&B)($?&! &==&;(%! *+! (9&! -&?$;&! @&'=*'8)+;&4! ! E9&! *@&+! ;$';7$(! ?*<()B&! [`CD]! $%!
-$'&;(</!'&<)(&-!(*!(9&!&+&'B/!<&?&<!-$==&'&+;&!.&(T&&+!(9&!GC3C!*=!(9&!-*+*'!)+-!
(9&!5>3C!*=!(9&!);;&@(*'eRg4! !"%!%&&+!$+!F$B7'&!J4LR!')$%$+B!(9&!GC3C!*=!(9&!-*+*'!
8)(&'$)<! T*7<-! <*T&'! (9&! (9&*'&($;)<! 8)Y$878! `CD! (9)(! ;)+! .&! );9$&?&-4!!
"--$($*+)<</R! ')$%$+B! (9&!GC3C!;)+! )<%*! ;*8@'*8$%&! (9&! *Y$-)($?&! %().$<$(/! *=! (9&!





! D7''&+(</R!8*%(!C,`!-&?$;&%!)'&! =).'$;)(&-!7%$+B! %*8&! =7<<&'&+&!-&'$?)($?&!
)%! (9&! &<&;('*+! );;&@(*'4! ! 3*%(! ;*88*+</R! @9&+/<dDgLd.7(/'$;d);$-d8&(9/<! &%(&'!
[,DgLS3]! )+-!@9&+/<dDhLd.7(/'$;d);$-d8&(9/<! &%(&'! [,DhLS3]! )'&! 7%&-4! ! E9&'&! )'&!
?&'/! =&T!)<(&'+)($?&!+d(/@&!8)(&'$)<%! (9)(! 9)?&! %9*T+!)%!87;9!@'*8$%&! )%! (9&%&R!
)+-! (9&'&=*'&R! (9&! .7'-&+! *=! *@($8$Z)($*+! *=(&+! =)<<%! *+! (9&! -*+*'!8)(&'$)<4! ! H(! $%!






<*T! .)+-B)@! %8)<<! 8*<&;7<&%! $%! *=(&+! 8*'&! @'*.<&8)($;! .&;)7%&! &Y@<*$($+B!
&Y(&+-&-! ;*+W7B)($*+! $%! +*(! )+! *@($*+4! ! 1&;&+(</R! $+?&%($B)($*+! $+(*! (9&! 7%&! *=!
?)'$*7%! -/&! 8*<&;7<&%R! 9)?&! '&?&)<&-! @'*8$%$+B! ;)+-$-)(&%! =*'! %8)<<! 8*<&;7<&!
C,`%JRfRLKdLM4!!!
!






! 6A7)')$+&%! )'&! )! ;<)%%! *=! -/&%! '&%7<($+B! ='*8! (9&! ;*+-&+%)($*+! *=! %A7)'$;!
);$-R! )! %8)<<! )+-! @<)+)'! &<&;('*+! );;&@(*'R! T$(9! (T*! &<&;('*+d-*+)($+B!8)(&'$)<%4!!
6A7)')$+&! -/&%! (/@$;)<</! ;*+%$%(! *=! )! -*+*'d);;&@(*'d-*+*'! ;*+=$B7')($*+!T$(9! )+!
&<&;('*+!-&=$;$&+(!;*'&!=<)+Q&-!./!(T*!&<&;('*+!'$;9!B'*7@%4!!6A7)')$+&!-/&%!(/@$;)<</!
9)?&!)!%('*+B!).%*'.)+;&!$+!(9&!?$%$.<&!(*!+&)'!H1!'&B$*+!*=!(9&!%@&;('78R!T$(9!8*<)'!
&Y($+;($*+! ;*&==$;$&+(%!*+! (9&!*'-&'!*=!LKM! p!LKe!3dL;8dL! LeRLg4! ! 1&;&+(</R! %A7)')$+&!




! "! %A7)')$+&! -/&! .)%&-! *+! ('$)'/<)8$+&! -*+*'! 8*<&;7<&%! T)%! '&;&+(</!
@7.<$%9&-! %9*T$+B! @'*8$%$+B! '&%7<(%! =*'! %8)<<!8*<&;7<&!C,`%LLRLf4! ! E9$%!8*<&;7<&!
[6AdE""dG]R!%9*T+!$+!F$B7'&!J4JR!$%!)+!&Y;&<<&+(!;)+-$-)(&!=*'!%(7-/$+B!(9&!&==&;(!*=!
(9&!&+&'B/!<&?&<!(7+$+B!*=!(9&!%8)<<!8*<&;7<&4! !E'$)'/<)8$+&!$%!(/@$;)<</!;*+%$-&'&-!
)%! )! T&)Q! -*+*'4! ! 3*<&;7<&%! ;*8.$+$+B! T&)Q! -*+*'%! )+-! %('*+B! );;&@(*'%! 9)?&!










! "%! %&&+! $+! F$B7'&! J4JR! (T*! -$==&'&+(! &<&;('*+! -*+)($+B! )+-! &<&;('*+!
T$(9-')T$+B! B'*7@%! T$<<! .&! 7%&-! (*! (7+&! (9&! GC3C! *=! (9&! %A7)')$+&! -/&4! ! E9&!
&Y@&;(&-! ('&+-! $+! GC3C! &+&'B/! <&?&<! %9*7<-! =*<<*T! (9)(! *=! (9&! 8*%(! &<&;('*+!
-*+)($+B!(*!(9&!8*%(!&<&;('*+!T$(9-')T$+BO!6AdE""dCG!!6AdE""dDgGLf!!6AdE""dG!
! 6AdE""dF! ! 6AdE""dDFf4! ! S/! %&<&;($?&</! (7+$+B! (9&! GC3CR! (9&! .)+-B)@! ;)+! .&!
*@($8$Z&-! T9$<&! 8)$+()$+$+B! )@@'*@'$)(&! `CD! )+-! &Y;$(*+! -$%%*;$)($*+4!
!
! E9&! %/+(9&%$%!*=! 6AdE""dG!;)+!.&! %&&+! $+!6;9&8&!J4L4! !fRed-$8&(9*Y/d0R0d
-$@9&+/<)+$<$+&!T)%!%/+(9&%$Z&-!./!)!@)<<)-$78!;)()</Z&-!S7;9T)<-!;*7@<$+B!*=!fRed
-$8&(9*Y/)+$<$+&! )+-! .'*8*.&+Z&+&4! ! fRed-$8&(9*Y/d0R0d-$@9&+/<)+$<$+&! T)%!
-&@'*(&;(&-!T$(9! SS'f! (*! /$&<-! ed[-$@9&+/<)8$+*].&+Z&+&dLRfd-$*<4! ! E9&! 9/-'*Y/<!
























%/+(9&%$Z&-! ./! ;*+-&+%)($*+! *=! ed[.$%[Md9/-'*Y/@9&+/<])8$+*].&+Z&+&dLRfd-$*<!
)+-!%A7)'$;!);$-4!!
! E9&! %/+(9&%$%! *=! 6AdE""dDgGLf! ;)+! .&! %&&+! $+! 6;9&8&! J4f4! ! S$%[Md
9&Y/<@9&+/<])8$+&!T)%!%/+(9&%$Z&-!./!)!@)<<)-$78!;)()</Z&-!S7;9T)<-!;*7@<$+B!*=!
Ld.'*8*dMd9&Y/<.&+Z&+&! )+-! Md9&Y/<)+$<$+&4! ! "! @)<<)-$78! ;)()</Z&-! S7;9T)<-!
;*7@<$+B!*=!Ld.'*8*dfRed-$8&(9*Y/.&+Z&+&!)+-!.$%[Md9&Y/<@9&+/<])8$+&!=*<<*T&-!
./!-&@'*(&;($*+!T$(9!SS'f!/$&<-%!ed[.$%[Md9&Y/<@9&+/<])8$+*].&+Z&+&dLRfd-$*<4!!6Ad





./! -&@'*(&;($*+! T$(9! SS'f! /$&<-%! ed[.$%[Md=<7*'*@9&+/<])8$+*].&+Z&+&dLRfd-$*<4!!






! E9&! %/+(9&%$%! *=! 6AdE""dDFf! ;)+! .&! %&&+! $+! 6;9&8&! J4e4! ! 0R0d.$%[fRed
.$%[('$=<7*'*8&(9/<]@9&+/<]dfRed-$8&(9*Y/)+$<$+&! T)%! %/+(9&%$Z&-! ./! )! @)<<)-$78!
















%@&;(')! )'&! @<*((&-!T$(9! '&%@&;(! (*! (9&!8*<)'! ).%*'@($?$(/! -&8*+%(')($+B! (9)(! (9&!
&Y($+;($*+!;*&==$;$&+(%!*=!(9&!-/&%!')+B&!='*8!e!Y!LKM!p!J4e!Y!LKe!3dL;8dL4!!!
!
! H(! ;)+! )<%*! .&! %&&+! (9)(! (9&! *+%&(! *=! (9&! ).%*'.)+;&! %9$=(%! (*T)'-%! <*+B&'!
T)?&<&+B(9%!)%!(9&!&<&;('*+!-*+)($+B!;9)');(&'!$+;'&)%&%4!!E9&!).%*'.)+;&!*+%&(!$%!
















$+! (9&! ).%*'.)+;&4! ! E9&! &8&'B&+;&! *=! (9$%! @&)Q! $%! <&)%(! @'*+*7+;&-! $+!
6AdE""dDgGLf! )+-!8*%(!@'*+*7+;&-! $+!6AdE""dDFfR!T9&'&! (9&! <*T!&+&'B/!@&)Q! $%!
&%%&+($)<</! B*+&! '&@<);&-! ./! )! @&)Q! T$(9! )! q8)Y! *=! )@@'*Y$8)(&</! MKK! +84!!







F$B7'&!J4MO!6*<7($*+!).%*'.)+;&!%@&;(')!*=! (9&!%A7)')$+&!-/&%!$+!EGF4! ! H(!;)+!.&!
%&&+!(9)(!)!9$B9!&+&'B/!@&)Q!&8&'B&%!)%!)!'&%7<(!*=!(9&!%*<?&+(!9/-'*B&+!.*+-$+B!




! "%!8&+($*+&-!).*?&R! $+;'&)%$+B! (9&!&<&;('*+!T$(9-')T$+B! ;9)');(&'! '&%7<(%!
$+! )! 8*'&! @'*+*7+;&-! 9$B9d&+&'B/! .)+-4! ! E9$%! ;*7<-! .&! )! '&%7<(! *=! (9&! &<&;('*+!
T$(9-')T$+B! B'*7@%! @7<<$+B! &<&;('*+! -&+%$(/! *7(! *=! (9&! ;&+(')<! %A7)')$+&! '$+B!
T&)Q&+$+B!(9&!9/-'*B&+!.*+-!);;&@(*'!%('&+B(9!*=!(9&!*Y$-&%4!!"--$($*+)<</R!@7<<$+B!
&<&;('*+!-&+%$(/!*7(!*=!(9&!@9&+/<!'$+B!)(();9&-!(*!(9&!%A7)')$+&!;*'&!T$<<!8)Q&!(9&!
9/-'*Y/<! B'*7@%! 8*'&! );$-$;! 8)Q$+B! (9&8! %('*+B&'! 9/-'*B&+! .*+-! -*+*'%4!!
E9&'&=*'&R! (9&! 9/-'*Y/<! B'*7@%! T$<<! 8*%(! <$Q&</! 9/-'*B&+! .*+-! T$(9! (9&! EGF!
'&%7<($+B!$+!(9&!.'&)Q!*=!;*+W7B)($*+4!
! E9&! (9$+! =$<8! ).%*'.)+;&! *=! (9&! -/&%R! ;*8@)'&-! (*! (9)(! *=! (9&! %*<7($*+!
).%*'.)+;&R!;)+!.&!%&&+!$+!F$B7'&!J4e4! !H+!)<<!;)%&%!$(!;)+!.&!%&&+!(9)(!(9&!(9$+!=$<8!
).%*'.)+;&! $%! '&-! %9$=(&-! )+-! .'*)-&+&-! ;*8@)'&-! (*! (9&! %*<7($*+! >`4! ! E9$%!
%7BB&%(%!(9)(!(9&'&!$%!%*8&!)BB'&B)($*+!*=!(9&!8*<&;7<&%!$+!(9&!=$<84!!E9&%&!;9)+B&%!
(*! (9&! ).%*'.)+;&! )'&! .&+&=$;$)<! =*'! (9&! <$B9(! 9)'?&%($+B! )%@&;(%! *=! C,`%4!!




F$B7'&! J4eO! E9$+! =$<8! ).%*'.)+;&! *=! (9&! %A7)')$+&! -/&%! )'&! '&-! %9$=(&-! )+-!
.'*)-&+&-!)%!;*8@)'&-!(*!(9&!%*<7($*+!).%*'.)+;&!$+!#D34!
!! fJ!
! "%! ;)+! .&! %&&+! $+! F$B7'&! J4gR! )++&)<$+B! 9)%! ?&'/! <$((<&! &==&;(! *+! *=! (9&!
).%*'.)+;&! *=! (9&! %A7)')$+&! -/&%!T$(9! (9&! &Y;&@($*+! *=! 6AdE""dDgGLf4! ! "<<! *=! (9&!





! E9&!GC3C!)+-!5>3C!&+&'B/! <&?&<%!T&'&!-&(&'8$+&-! &<&;('*;9&8$;)<</! ./!
7%$+B! (9$+! =$<8! ;/;<$;! ?*<()88&('/! [D`]! $+! -'/! );&(*+$('$<&! *'! #D3! 7%$+B!
(&(').7(/<)88*+$78! 9&Y)=<7*'*@9*%@9)(&! )%! (9&! %7@@*'($+B! &<&;('*</(&! )+-!










E9&%&!&+&'B/! <&?&<%!)'&!%9*T+!$+!F$B7'&!J4h4! !2<&;('*+!-*+)($+B!B'*7@%!'&%7<(! $+!)!
-&%().$<$Z)($*+!*=!(9&!GC3C!&+&'B/!<&?&<!)%!)!'&%7<(!*=!@7%9$+B!&<&;('*+!-&+%$(/!$+(*!
)+! )<'&)-/! &<&;('*+! '$;9! %/%(&84! ! E9$%! ;)7%&%! )! ')$%&! $+! (9&! GC3C4! ! 2<&;('*+!
T$(9-')T$+B!B'*7@%!'&%7<(!$+!)!%().$<$Z)($*+!*=!(9&!GC3C!&+&'B/!<&?&<!)%!)!'&%7<(!*=!
'&8*?$+B!%*8&!*=!(9&!&<&;('*+!-&+%$(/!='*8!(9&!&<&;('*+!'$;9!%/%(&84!!E9$%!;)7%&%!)!
-&;'&)%&! $+! (9&! GC3C4! ! E9&! 5>3C! &+&'B/! <&?&<%! )'&! +*(! )==&;(&-! )%! 87;9! )+-!
(9&'&=*'&! (9&!.)+-!B)@! $+;'&)%&%!8*?$+B! ='*8! <&)%(!&<&;('*+!T$(9-')T$+B! (*!8*%(!
&<&;('*+!T$(9-')T$+B4! ! H(! %9*7<-! .&! +*(&-! (9)(! (9&! GC3C! &+&'B/! <&?&<! *=! (9&! 6Ad
E""dDFf! 8*<&;7<&! ;*7<-! +*(! .&! ;)<;7<)(&-! &<&;('*;9&8$;)<</4! ! D9)+B&%! $+! (9&!
%*<7.$<$(/! )+-! (9&! ;*<*'! *=! (9&! 8*<&;7<&! %7BB&%(! (9)(! (9&'&! $%! )! ;9&8$;)<! ;9)+B&!
*;;7''$+B!7@*+!*Y$-)($*+4! !H(!9)%!.&&+!%9*T+!$+!<$(&')(7'&!(9)(!T9&+!('$)'/<)8$+&%!






F$B7'&! J4hO! GC3C! )+-! 5>3C! &+&'B/! <&?&<%! *=! (9&! %A7)')$+&! -/&%! ;)<;7<)(&-!








! "<<! *=! (9&! %A7)')$+&! -/&%! T&'&! $+?&%($B)(&-! =*'! (9&$'! ;9)'B&! (')+%@*'(!
@'*@&'($&%!7%$+B!.*((*8!;*+();(!=$&<-!&==&;(!(')+%$%(*'%4!!E9&!-&?$;&%!T&'&!8&)%7'&-!
.*(9! .&=*'&! )+-! )=(&'! )++&)<$+B! )(! ?)'$*7%! ;9)++&<! <&+B(9%4! ! "<<! 8*<&;7<&%! T&'&!
$+?&%($B)(&-!.*(9!=*'!+d(/@&!)+-!@d(/@&!8*.$<$(/4!
! 6AdE""dCG! T)%! =*7+-! (*! .&! %('$;(</! 9*<&! (')+%@*'($+B4! ! E9&! )?&')B&!
8&)%7'&-!8*.$<$($&%!)'&!'&@*'(&-!$+!E).<&!J4L4!!"%!(9&!;9)++&<!<&+B(9!$+;'&)%&%R!(9&!
8*.$<$(/!-&;'&)%&%4! !E9$%! $%!*=(&+!%&&+!$+!=$<8%!(9)(!9)?&!-&=&;(%R!T9$;9!*=(&+!)'$%&!
='*8! (9&! )((&8@(! (*! %@$+! ;*)(!8*<&;7<&%! (9)(! )'&! ;'/%()<<$+&4! ! E9&! ;9)++&<! <&+B(9
!
'&@'&%&+(%! (9&! -$%()+;&! (9)(! (9&! ;9)'B&! 87%(! (')?&<! .&(T&&+! (9&! %*7';&! )+-! (9&!









! 6AdE""dDgGLf! T)%! =*7+-! (*! .&! %('$;(</! 9*<&! (')+%@*'($+B4! ! E9&! )?&')B&!
8&)%7'&-!8*.$<$($&%!)'&!'&@*'(&-!$+!E).<&!J4J4! !"++&)<$+B!(9&!=$<8!'&%7<(%!$+!8)W*'!












T$(9!?)'/$+B!;9)++&<! <&+B(94! !E9&!8*.$<$(/! $+;'&)%&-!T$(9!)++&)<$+B!;*+=$'8$+B!
(9&!$+;'&)%&!$+!*'B)+$Z)($*+!(9)(!T)%!%&&+!$+!(9&!)++&)<&-!(9$+!=$<8!).%*'.)+;&4!!!
!! fg!
! 6AdE""dF!T)%! =*7+-! (*!.&!)8.$@*<)'R!8&)+$+B! (9)(! $(! %9*T%!.*(9!9*<&!)+-!
&<&;('*+!8*.$<$(/4! !E9&!)?&')B&!8&)%7'&-!8*.$<$($&%!)'&!'&@*'(&-!$+!E).<&!J4M4! !6Ad
E""dDFf! T)%! =*7+-! (*! .&! %('$;(</! &<&;('*+! (')+%@*'($+B4! ! E9&! )?&')B&! 8&)%7'&-
!
8*.$<$($&%!)'&!'&@*'(&-!$+!E).<&!J4e4!!H+!<$(&')(7'&R!%A7)')$+&!-/&%!9)?&!.&&+!7($<$Z&-!













-/&! '&%7<(%! $+! )! ;9)+B&! $+! (9&! ;9)'B&! ;)''$&'! 8*.$<$(/JgdfL4! ! 6&?&')<! @)@&'%! 9)?&!
)(('$.7(&-!)!;9)+B&!$+!;9)'B&!;)''$&'!8*.$<$(/!(*!(9&! <*T&'$+B!*=!(9&!5>3C!&+&'B/!
<&?&<R! )<<*T$+B! =*'! &)%$&'! '&-7;($*+R! (97%! *@&+$+B! 7@! (9&! &<&;('*+! (')+%@*'($+B
!
;9)++&<fK4!!6$8$<)'!(*!(9&!%A7)')$+&!-/&%!'&@*'(&-!9&'&R!$(!9)%!.&&+!%9*T+!(9)(!(9$%!







-*&%! +*(! )@@&)'! (*! .&! )+/!8)W*'! -$==&'&+;&! $+! (9&! GC3C! *'! 5>3C! &+&'B/! <&?&<%!











)+-! .7<Q! 9&(&'*W7+;($*+! -&?$;&%! 9)?&! .&&+! $+?&%($B)(&-4! ! S$<)/&'! -&?$;&%! )'&!
=).'$;)(&-!./!%@$+!;*)($+B!)!%*<7($*+!*=!(9&!%A7)')$+&!-/&!*+(*!)+!$+-$78!($+!*Y$-&d
B<)%%! [HECdB<)%%]! %7.%(')(&! =*<<*T&-! ./! %7.%&A7&+(! (9&'8)<! &?)@*')($*+! *=! (9&!
);;&@(*'!8*<&;7<&!)+-!)<78$+78!&<&;('*-&%4!!S$<)/&'!-&?$;&%!)'&!=).'$;)(&-!./!%@$+!
;*)($+B! )! %*<7($*+! *=! %A7)')$+&! -/&! )+-! );;&@(*'! *+(*! )+! HECdB<)%%! %7.%(')(&!
=*<<*T&-!./!(9&!&?)@*')($*+!*=!)<78$+78!&<&;('*-&%4!









-&?$;&! 9)%! (9&! <*T&%(! `CD!8*%(! <$Q&</! -7&! (*! $(%! -&%().$<$Z&-! GC3C! &+&'B/! <&?&<4!!
E9$%! ;*7<-! .&! *+&! *=! (9&! '&)%*+%! (9)(! (9&! 6AdE""dCGO,DgLS3! -&?$;&! 9)%! <*T&'!
&==$;$&+;/!(9)+!(9&!6AdE""dGO,DgLS3!-&?$;&!-&%@$(&!(9&!<*T&'!.)+-B)@!*=!6AdE""d
CG4! ! E9&! 6AdE""dGO,DgLS3! -&?$;&! )+-! 6AdE""dFO,DgLS3! -&?$;&! 9)?&! 9$B9&'! `CD!!








! F$B7'&!J4i! %9*T%! (9&! ;7''&+(!-&+%$(/!?%4! ?*<()B&! [Xd`]! ;9)');(&'$%($;%!*=! (9&!























E9&/!9)?&!%7.%()+($)<!).%*'.)+;&! $+!(9&!?$%$.<&! (*!+&)'! H1!'&B$*+4! !6A7)')$+&!-/&%!
7($<$Z$+B!&<&;('*+!'$;9! ('$)'/<)8$+&!8*$&($&%!*==&'!)!7+$A7&!@<)(=*'8! =*'! (7+$+B! (9&!
&+&'B/! <&?&<%! *=! (9&! %A7)')$+&! -/&4! ! H+%()<<$+B! &<&;('*+! -*+)($+B! *'! &<&;('*+!
T$(9-')T$+B! B'*7@%! *+(*! ('$)'/<)8$+&! -*+*'%! '&%7<(%! $+! %A7)')$+&%! T$(9! (7+).<&!
GC3C!&+&'B/!<&?&<%4!!E7+).<&!&+&'B/!<&?&<%!)<<*T!=*'!*@($8$Z)($*+!*=!@9*(*?*<()$;%!





9*<&! (')+%@*'($+B! .7(! $+%()<<$+B! =<7*'$+&! )(*8%! *+(*! (9&! ('$)'/<)8$+&%! '&%7<(%! $+!
)8.$@*<)'! (')+%@*'(! =*'! 6AdE""dF! )+-! &<&;('*+! (')+%@*'(! =*'! 6AdE""dDFf4!!
,'&<$8$+)'/! @9*(*?*<()$;! -&?$;&%! 9)?&! %9*T+! (9)(! (7+$+B! (9&! &+&'B/! <&?&<%! *=! (9&!
-/&%!-*&%!)==&;(!(9&!`*;!*=!(9&!'&%7<($+B!-&?$;&4!!F7(7'&!T*'Q!T$<<!=*;7%!*+!$-&+($=/$+B!
!! MJ!
)+! )@@'*@'$)(&! );;&@(*'!8*<&;7<&! )+-!-&?$;&! )';9$(&;(7'&! =*'! -&?$;&! *@($8$Z)($*+!





! fRed-$8&(9*Y/d0R0d-$@9&+/<)+$<$+&! T)%! %/+(9&%$Z&-! 7%$+B! )! @'&?$*7%</!
'&@*'(&-! @'*;&-7'&LL4! ! ,-J[-.)]f! [K4g! BR! K4Kge! 88*<]R! ,[(S7]fGSFM! [K4fk! BR! L4fL!
88*<]R!)+-!0)C(S7![f4hg!BR!fi4Lh!88*<]!T)%!%7%@&+-&-!$+!Je!85!-&B)%%&-!(*<7&+&!
)+-! %($''&-! )(! '**8! (&8@&')(7'&! =*'! LK!8$+%4! ! fRed-$8&(9*Y/)+$<$+&! [J4K! BR! Lf4Kg!




















! ed[-$@9&+/<)8$+*].&+Z&+&dLRfd-$*<! T)%! %/+(9&%$Z&-! ='*8! )! @'&?$*7%</!
'&@*'(&-! @'*;&-7'&LL4! ! fRed-$8&(9*Y/d0R0d-$@9&+/<)+$<$+&! [f4e! BR! LL4e!88*<]!T)%!
-$%%*<?&-!$+!JK!85!#D34!!E9&!8$Y(7'&!T)%!@<);&-!$+!)!-'/!$;&!p!);&(*+&!;**<$+B!.)(9!
=*'! %&?&')<! 8$+7(&%4! ! SS'f! [J4J! 85R! Jf! 88*<]! T)%! )--&-! )+-! (9&! '&);($*+! T)%!
)<<*T&-! (*! %($'! *?&'+$B9(! ;*8$+B! (*! '**8! (&8@&')(7'&4! ! E9&! 8$Y(7'&! T)%! (9&+!
@*7'&-! $+(*!JKK!85!T)(&'!;**<&-! $+!)+! $;&!.)(94! !E9&! '&);($*+!T)%!&Y(');(&-! $+(*!
#D3R! -'$&-! *?&'! %*-$78! %7<=)(&! )+-! (9&! #D3!T)%! '&8*?&-! 7+-&'! ?);7784! ! E9&!





! 6AdE""dG! T)%! %/+(9&%$Z&-! 7%$+B! )! @'&?$*7%</! '&@*'(&-! @'*;&-7'&LL4! ! ed
[-$@9&+/<)8$+*].&+Z&+&dLRfd-$*<![eKK!8BR!L4k!88*<]!)+-!%A7)'$;!);$-![LKf!8BR!K4i!
88*<]!T)%!-$%%*<?&-!$+!e!85!(*<7&+&!)+-!e!85!+dS7CG!)+-!'&=<7Y&-!*?&'+$B9(4!!E9&!





















































T)%! '&8*?&-! 7+-&'! ?);778! )+-! (9&! ;'7-&! @'*-7;(! T)%! @7'$=$&-! *+! D*8.$F<)%9!
[ght]4!!LG!031![MKK3GZR!D#D<f]O!!h4KM![-R!MGR!X!!k!GZR!)]R!g4ig![-R!MGR!X!!k!GZR!.]R!































! 0R0d.$%[Md=<7*'*@9&+/<]dfRed-$8&(9*Y/)+$<$+&! [J4K! BR! e4i! 88*<]! T)%!
-$%%*<?&-!$+!JK!85!#D34!!E9&!8$Y(7'&!T)%!@<);&-!$+!)!-'/!$;&!p!);&(*+&!;**<$+B!.)(9!
=*'! %&?&')<! 8$+7(&%4! ! SS'f! [L4J!85R! LL4k!88*<]! T)%! )--&-! )+-! (9&! '&);($*+! T)%!
)<<*T&-! (*! %($'! *?&'+$B9(! ;*8$+B! (*! '**8! (&8@&')(7'&4! ! E9&! 8$Y(7'&! T)%! (9&+!
@*7'&-! $+(*!JKK!85!T)(&'!;**<&-! $+!)+! $;&!.)(94! !E9&! '&);($*+!T)%!&Y(');(&-! $+(*!
#D3R! -'$&-! *?&'! %*-$78! %7<=)(&! )+-! (9&! #D3!T)%! '&8*?&-! 7+-&'! ?);7784! ! E9&!
@'*-7;(!T)%! 7%&-!T$(9*7(! =7'(9&'! @7'$=$;)($*+4! ! LG!031! [MKK3GZR! );&(*+&d-g]O! !
h4Kk![-R!kGR!!X!!k!GZR!)w.]R!g4KJ![(R!LGR!X!!M!GZR!;]R!e4iJ![-R!JGR!X!!M!GZR!-]4!!LfD!031!
[LKK3GZR! D#D<f]O! ! JKg4MR! LgK4iR! Lei4iR! Lek4eR! LeK4hR! LMM4iR! LMM4iR! LJh4MR! LJh4MR!



















































)+-! (9&!'&);($*+!T)%!9&)(&-! (*!gK! D!)+-!%($''&-! =*'!LK!8$+%4! !Md9&Y/<)+$<$+&! [e4K!
85R!Jk4J!88*<]!T)%!)--&-!)+-! (9&! '&);($*+!T)%! '&=<7Y&-!*?&'+$B9(4! !E9&! (*<7&+&!



















































)--&-! )+-! (9&! '&);($*+! T)%! 9&)(&-! (*! gK! D! )+-! %($''&-! =*'! LK! 8$+%4! ! .$%[Md
9&Y/<@9&+/<])8$+&! [f4JM! BR! i4gK!88*<]!T)%! )--&-! )+-! (9&! '&);($*+!T)%! '&=<7Y&-!
*?&'+$B9(4! ! E9&! (*<7&+&! T)%! '&8*?&-! 7+-&'! ?);778! )+-! (9&! ;'7-&! @'*-7;(! T)%!
@7'$=$&-!*+!D*8.$F<)%9![hJt]4!!7.04 (d, 4H, J = 8 Hz, a), 7.01 (d, 4H, J = 8 Hz, b), 6.17 
(d, 2H, J = 2.2 Hz, c), 6.07 (t, 1 H, J = 2.2 Hz, d), 3.67 (s, 6H, e), 2.54 (t, 2 H,  J = 8 Hz, 
f), 1.59-1.57 (m, 2H, g), 1.34-1.25 (m, 12H, h), 0.88 (t, 6H, J = 8 Hz, i).! ! LfD! 031!
[LKK3GZR!D#D<f]O!!LgL4JR!LeK4fR!LMe4fR!Lfh4iR!LJi4JR!LJe4KR!LKL4JR!if4kR!ee4eR!fe4eR!




! 0R0d.$%[Md9&Y/<@9&+/<]dfRed-$8&(9*Y/)+$<$+&! [K4iJ! BR! L4iM! 88*<]! T)%!
-$%%*<?&-!$+!JK!85!#D34!!E9&!8$Y(7'&!T)%!@<);&-!$+!)!-'/!$;&!p!);&(*+&!;**<$+B!.)(9!
=*'! %&?&')<! 8$+7(&%4! ! SS'f! [f4K!85R! M4Jh!88*<]! T)%! )--&-! )+-! (9&! '&);($*+! T)%!
)<<*T&-! (*! %($'! *?&'+$B9(! ;*8$+B! (*! '**8! (&8@&')(7'&4! ! E9&! 8$Y(7'&! T)%! (9&+!
@*7'&-! $+(*!JKK!85!T)(&'!;**<&-! $+!)+! $;&!.)(94! !E9&! '&);($*+!T)%!&Y(');(&-! $+(*!

























K4iK! [-R! gGR! X! ! k!GZR! $]4!  LfD!031! [LKK3GZR! D#D<f]O! ! Leh4LR! LeK4gR! LMe4LR! Lfk4JR!





! ed[.$%[Md9&Y/<@9&+/<])8$+*].&+Z&+&dLRfd-$*<! [MKK! 8BR! J4he! 88*<]! )+-!
%A7)'$;!);$-![Leh!8BR!L4fh!88*<]!T)%!-$%%*<?&-!$+!e!85!(*<7&+&!)+-!e!85!+dS7CG!
)+-! '&=<7Y&-! *?&'+$B9(4! ! E9&! %*<$-! @'&;$@$()(&! T)%! ;*<<&;(&-! )+-! T)%9&-! T$(9!
8&(9)+*<![iLt]4!!TUSFSF(Q,LG!031![MKK3GZR!D#D<f]O!!10.96 (s, 4H, a), 7.17 (d, 8H, 
J = 8 Hz, b), 7.10 (d, 8H, J = 8 Hz, c), 5.84 (s, 4H, d), 2.59 (t, 8H, J = 8 Hz, e), 1.61-1.59 
(m, 8H, J = 8 Hz, f), 1.35-1.25 (m, 24H, g), 0.89 (t, 12H, J = 8 Hz, h).  LfD! 031!




















































! fRed-$8&(9*Y/)+$<$+&! [K4ee! BR! f4gJ!88*<]R! $*-*)+$%*<&! [J4eM! BR! LK4i!88*<]R!
D7![K4Ke!BR!K4hJ!88*<]R!D76CM![K4Keh!BR!K4fg!88*<]R!%*-$78!)%;*'.)(&![K4KhL!BR!K4fg!
88*<]R! )+-! VJDCf! [L4Le! BR! k4ff! 88*<]! T&'&! -$%%*<?&-! $+! JK! 85! *=! *d









! fRed-$8&(9*Y/d0R0d.$%[Md8&(9*Y/@9&+/<])+$<$+&! [L4J! BR! f4f! 88*<]! T)%!
-$%%*<?&-!$+!Lg!85!#D34!!E9&!8$Y(7'&!T)%!@<);&-!$+!)!-'/!$;&!p!);&(*+&!;**<$+B!.)(9!































)<<*T&-! (*! %($'! *?&'+$B9(! ;*8$+B! (*! '**8! (&8@&')(7'&4! ! E9&! 8$Y(7'&! T)%! (9&+!
@*7'&-! $+(*!JKK!85!T)(&'!;**<&-! $+!)+! $;&!.)(94! !E9&! '&);($*+!T)%!&Y(');(&-! $+(*!
#D3R! -'$&-! *?&'! %*-$78! %7<=)(&! )+-! (9&! #D3!T)%! '&8*?&-! 7+-&'! ?);7784! ! E9&!
@'*-7;(! T)%! 7%&-! T$(9*7(! =7'(9&'! @7'$=$;)($*+4! ! LGd031! [MKK! 3GZR! #36Cd-g]O! !
i4Jg![%R!JGR!)]R!k4kM![%R!JGR!.]R!g4kk![-R!MGR!X!!k!GZR!;]R!g4hK![-R!MGR!X!!k!GZR!-]R!e4gL![(R!
LGR! X! !J!GZR! &]R! e4eg! [-R! JGR! X! !J!GZR! =]4! ! LfD!031! [LKK!3GZR!#36Cd-g]O! !Lek4eR!




















































! ,-J[-.)]f! [K4g! BR! K4ge!88*<]R! ,[(S7]fGSFM! [K4fk! BR! L4f!88*<]R! )+-!0)C(S7!
[f4hh! BR! fi4Lk! 88*<]! T&'&! %7%@&+-&-! $+! Je! 85! -&B)%%&-! (*<7&+&! )+-! %($''&-! )(!
'**8!(&8@&')(7'&!=*'!LK!8$+%4! !Ld.'*8*dfRed.$%[('$=<7*'*8&(9/<].&+Z&+&![M4e!85R!
Jg4LJ!88*<]!T)%! )--&-! )+-! (9&! '&);($*+!T)%! 9&)(&-! (*! gK! D! )+-! %($''&-! =*'! LK!




[LKK3GZR! D#D<f]O! ! LgJ4eR! LMh4iR! LMg4gR! Lff4kR! Lff4eR! Lff4JR! LfJ4kR! LJh4JR! LJM4eR!
































;**<$+B! .)(9! =*'! %&?&')<! 8$+7(&%4! ! SS'f! [L4J! 85R! LL4k! 88*<]! T)%! )--&-! )+-! (9&!
'&);($*+!T)%!)<<*T&-! (*!%($'!*?&'+$B9(!;*8$+B! (*!'**8!(&8@&')(7'&4! !E9&!8$Y(7'&!
T)%! (9&+! @*7'&-! $+(*! JKK! 85! T)(&'! ;**<&-! $+! )+! $;&! .)(94! ! E9&! '&);($*+! T)%!
&Y(');(&-! $+(*! #D3R! -'$&-! *?&'! %*-$78! %7<=)(&! )+-! (9&! #D3!T)%! '&8*?&-! 7+-&'!
?);7784! ! E9&! @'*-7;(! T)%! 7%&-!T$(9*7(! =7'(9&'! @7'$=$;)($*+4! ! LG!031! [MKK3GZR!
D#D<f]O!!h4eh![%R!JGR!)]R!h4Mh![%R!MGR!.]R!g4Je![%R!LGR!;]R!g4Li![%R!JGR!-]R!e4LK![%R!JGR!&]4!!
LfD!031![LKK3GZR!D#D<f]O!!Lek4fR!LMh4hR!LMh4JR!Lff4iR!Lff4gR!Lff4fR!LfJ4iR!LJh4LR!







+dS7CG! )+-! '&=<7Y&-! *?&'+$B9(4! ! E9&! %*<$-! @'&;$@$()(&! T)%! ;*<<&;(&-! )+-! T)%9&-!
T$(9!8&(9)+*<! [Mgt]4! !)HUSFSG5! LG!031! [MKK3GZR! );&(*+&d-g]O! !k4Li! [%R! kGR! )]R!
k4Ke![%R!MGR!.]R!e4iM![%R!MGR!;]4!!LfD!031![LKK3GZR!);&(*+&d-g]O!!LkL4gR!LMe4hR!LMK4hR!


































! 6*<7($*+! ).%*'.)+;&! %@&;(')! T&'&! '&;*'-&-! *+! )! D)'/! LKK!
%@&;('*@9*(*8&(&'4!!"<<!&Y($+;($*+!;*&==$;$&+(%!T&'&!-&(&'8$+&-!='*8!)!<$+&)'!=$(!*=!









?*<()88*B')8%! T&'&! '&;*'-&-! $+! -'/! );&(*+$('$<&! [6AdE""dGR! 6AdE""dDgGLfR! 6Ad
E""dF]! *'! -'/! #D3! [6AdE""dCGR! 6AdE""dDFf]! 7%$+B! (&(').7(/<)88*+$78!
9&Y)=<7*'*@9*%@9)(&! )%! (9&! %7@@*'($+B! &<&;('*</(&! )+-! =&''*;&+&! )%! (9&! %()+-)'-4!!





! "<<! 8&)%7'&8&+(%! T&'&! ;)''$&-! *7(! 7+-&'! $+&'(! )(8*%@9&'&! 7%$+B! "B$<&+(!
MLegD! @'&;$%$*+! %&8$;*+-7;(*'! @)')8&(&'! )+)</Z&'4! ! E9&! =$&<-! &==&;(! (')+%$%(*'%!
!! eM!









LK! 8R! )+-! JK! 84! ! 3*.$<$($&%! T&'&! -&(&'8$+&-! ='*8! (9&! %)(7')(&-! '&B$8&! )+-!
)?&')B&-!)+-!%()+-)'-!-&?$)($*+%!)'&!'&@*'(&-4!!!
D:O:DU'1;<=<><?=@AB'-@]EAB@=A<G'@GL'2F@CKEFNFG=C'
! E9&!.$<)/&'! %*<)'! ;&<<%!T&'&!@'&@)'&-!)+-!8&)%7'&-!./!"Q%9)/!V*Q$<4! ! E9&!
@'&@)')($*+!T)%! );9$&?&-!./! %@$+! ;*)($+B! )! %*<7($*+!*=! (9&!-/&%R! @'&@)'&-! $+! LRJd
-$;9<*'*.&+Z&+&![e!8Bw85]!)(!kK!DR!*+!;<&)+&-!HEC!;*)(&-!B<)%%!%<$-&%![eK!w%A]!
)(!kKK!'@84!!E9&!,DgLS3!<)/&'!T)%!(9&'8)<</!&?)@*')(&-!*+!(9&!%A7)')$+&!<)/&'!)(!)!
.)%&! @'&%%7'&! *=! fLKdh! E*''4! ! E9&! );($?&! <)/&'! T)%! %*<?&+(! )++&)<&-! )(! )8.$&+(!
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).%*'.)+;&!*=! (9&!-*+*'!8)(&'$)<! (9'*7B9! (9'&&!8&(9*-%O! 7($<$Z$+B!@*</8&'%!T$(9!
&Y(&+-&-! ;*+W7B)($*+gdkR! -&%$B+$+B!@*</8&'%!T$(9! %().$<$Z&-!A7$+*$-! =*'8%iRLKR! )+-!
-&?&<*@$+B!@*</8&'%!T$(9!.);Q.*+&%!;*+%$%($+B!*=!)<(&'+)($+B!-*+*'!)+-!);;&@(*'!
8*$&($&%eRLL4! !3*'&!'&;&+(</R!%8)<<!8*<&;7<&!-/&%!;)@).<&!*=!).%*'.$+B!)!%$B+$=$;)+(!




$+! C,`%4! ! 6A7)')$+&! -/&%! T$(9! ('$)'/<)8$+&! =7+;($*+)<! B'*7@%! )'&! @'*8$%$+B!
;)+-$-)(&! =*'!C,`%JKdJg4! ! "<<! *=! (9&! %A7)')$+&! -/&%! %9*T! %$B+$=$;)+(! ).%*'.)+;&! )(!
<*+B! T)?&<&+B(9%4! ! F7+;($*+)<$Z$+B! (9&! ('$)'/<)8$+&! T$(9! &<&;('*+! -*+)($+B! )+-!
&<&;('*+! T$(9-')T$+B! B'*7@%! '&%7<(%! $+! )! (7+$+B! *=! (9&! GC3C! &+&'B/! <&?&<4!!








! H+! D9)@(&'! fR! (9&! );;&@(*'! %('&+B(9! *=! Q&(*;/)+$+&! -/&%! )'&! (7+&-! (*!
8)+$@7<)(&! (9&! ).%*'.)+;&! @'*@&'($&%! *=! (9&! -/&%4! ! V&(*;/)+$+&! -/&%! 9)?&! .&&+!
$+?&%($B)(&-! =*'! C,`%! -7&! (*! (9&$'! &+9)+;&-! <$B9(! ).%*'.)+;&JhdfL4! ! "<<! *=! (9&!






S<*;Q! ;*@*</8&'%! %9*T! -&%$').<&! 8*'@9*<*B$;)<! ;*+('*<R! '&%7<($+B! $+! =$<8%! T$(9!
%8)<<R!T&<<d*'-&'&-R!)+-!;*+($+7*7%!-*8)$+%fJdfe4!!>+=*'(7+)(&</R!.<*;Q!;*@*</8&'%!
*=(&+! %7==&'! ='*8! @**'! <$B9(! 9)'?&%($+B! -7&! (*! =<&Y$.<&R! ')(9&'! (9)+! ;*+W7B)(&-R!
.);Q.*+&%4! ! E9&! -&%$B+! '7<&%! =*'! #d"! %8)<<!8*<&;7<&! %&+%$($Z&'%! )'&! $+?&%($B)(&-4!!
68)<<!8*<&;7<&!%&+%$($Z&'%!)'&!-&%$'&-!-7&!(*!8$+$8)<!@&'(7'.)($*+!(*!(9&!@*</8&'!
%/%(&84!!68)<<!8*<&;7<&%!T$(9!;*++&;($*+%!(9)(!8$+$8$Z&!%(&'$;%!)'&!+&&-&-4!!S7<Q/!
8*<&;7<&%! '&%7<(! $+! (T$%(%! )+-! .&+-%! $+! (9&! #d"! %/%(&8R! ;)7%$+B! .'&)Q%! $+!
;*+W7B)($*+4! ! E9$%! @'&?&+(%! )@@'*@'$)(&! ;*887+$;)($*+! .&(T&&+! (9&! -*+*'! )+-!
);;&@(*'R! )+-! (97%! $8@'*@&'! )<$B+8&+(! *=! (9&! &+&'B/! <&?&<%4! ! ";&(/<&+&! <$+Q&'%!
!! LJi!





@9*(*?*<()$;%4! ! H+(&'&%($+B</R! .*(9! 6AdE""dF! )+-! 6AdE""dDFf! %9*T! %$B+$=$;)+(!
&<&;('*+! 8*.$<$(/4! ! H(! 9)%! .&&+! %9*T+! @'&?$*7%</! (9)(! $+%()<<$+B! =<7*'$+&! )(*8%!
'&%7<(%! $+! )! ;9)+B&! $+! ;9)'B&! ;)''$&'fgdML4! ! H(! $%! +*(! ;<&)'!T9)(! ;)7%&%! (9$%! ;9)+B&4!!
6A7)')$+&! -/&%! ;)+! &)%$</! .&! %/+(9&%$Z&-! T$(9! ?)'$*7%! =<7*'$+&d;*+()$+$+B!
('$)'/<)8$+&%! (*! -&(&'8$+&! T9)(! )==&;(! =<7*'$+&! $%! 9)?$+B! *+! (9&! -/&%4! ! S*(9! (9&!
<*;)($*+! )+-! +78.&'! *=! =<7*'$+&%! %9*7<-! .&! (7+&-! (*! B)$+! $+%$B9(4! ! "--$($*+)<</R!
&<&;('*+! (')+%@*'($+B! %A7)')$+&! -/&%! ;*7<-! @*(&+($)<</! );(! )%! );;&@(*'%! =*'! C,`%4!!
E9$%! ;*7<-! *==&'! )! %$B+$=$;)+(! )-?)+()B&! *?&'! =7<<&'&+&! );;&@(*'%! -7&! (*! (9&!
&+9)+;&-!<$B9(!).%*'.)+;&4!!!
! D'*;*+$78!-/&%!9)?&!.&&+! &Y@<*'&-! &Y(&+%$?&</! $+! (9&! =$&<-! *=! %&+%$+BMJdMM4!!
D'*;*+$;! );$-! $%! )! %('*+B&'! );;&@(*'! (9)+! %A7)'$;! );$-! )+-! (9&'&=*'&! ;*7<-!
@*(&+($)<</! *==&'!8)(&'$)<%!T$(9! &?&+! <*T&'! .)+-B)@%4! ! 68)<<!8*<&;7<&! ;'*;*+$78!
-/&%! 9)?&! ).%*'.)+;&%! (9)(! &Y(&+-! (*! +&)'</! iKK! +84! ! 6*8&! @*</8&'%! .)%&-! *+!
;'*;*+$;! );$-! ;*+-&+%&-! T$(9! ?)'$*7%! &<&;('*+! -*+)($+B! 8*$&($&%! 9)?&! .&&+!







! D/)+$+&! -/&%! 9)?&! .&&+! &Y@<*'&-! =*'! %&?&')<! )@@<$;)($*+%! $+;<7-$+B!
.$*$8)B$+BR! @*<)'$(/! )+-! @G! %&+%*'%! *=! 8$;'*&+?$'*+8&+(%R! )+-! *'B)+$;!
@9*(*?*<()$;%4!!E9&%&!%@&;$=$;!-/&%!T&'&!-&%$B+&-!T$(9!@9*(*?*<()$;!)@@<$;)($*+%!$+!
8$+-4! ! S*(9! =<7*'&+*+&! )+-! ('$)'/<)8$+&%! 9)?&! .&&+! &Y(&+%$?&</! %(7-$&-! $+!
@9*(*?*<()$;%4! ! 6*8&! *=! (9&! -/&%! T$(9! %('*+B&'! );;&@(*'%! %9*T! %$B+$=$;)+(! 9*<&!
8*.$<$(/R!)+-!(9&'&=*'&!=7(7'&!%(7-$&%!T$<<!$+;<7-&!8)Q$+B!)+-!8&)%7'$+B!C,`%!='*8!
(9&%&!-/&%4!
! F7'(9&'!?)'$)($*+!*=! (9&!8*<&;7<)'!%('7;(7'&!;)+! <&)-!(*!)!B'&)(&'!-&B'&&!*=!
).%*'.)+;&!)+-!&+&'B/!<&?&<!(7+$+B4!!E9'*7B9*7(!(9&!%&'$&%!*=!-/&%!'&@*'(&-!$+!(9$%!
;9)@(&'R! (9&! );;&@(*'! %('&+B(9! T)%! ?)'$&-! .7(! (9&! -*+*'! '&8)$+&-! ;*+%$%(&+(!




E9&! ).%*'.)+;&! *=! (9&%&! -/&%! )'&! %$B+$=$;)+(</! .'*)-&+&-! )+-! '&-! %9$=(&-!T$(9!
).%*'.)+;&%!'&);9$+B!$+(*!(9&!0H14!
!! LfL!
&+&'B/! <&?&<%! *=! (9&! -/&%R! )<<*T$+B! =*'! *@($8$Z)($*+! *=! <$B9(! 9)'?&%($+B! )+-! C,`!
@)')8&(&'%R!%7;9!)%!&Y;$(*+!-$%%*;$)($*+!)+-!`CD4!!!
Q:D:M'#FGCA=A^FL'7?<Be'0<Y<?PNFEC'J<E',EH@GAB'1;<=<><?=@ABC'
! E9&! -&%$B+! ;'$(&'$)! =*'! #d"! %8)<<! 8*<&;7<&%! )%! %&+%$($Z&'%! =*'! .<*;Q!
;*@*</8&'%! )'&! *7(<$+&-! $+! D9)@(&'! M4! ! E9&%&! ;'$(&'$)! )'&! &Y(&+%$?&! )+-! '&A7$'&!
%$B+$=$;)+(! ;*8@'*8$%&%! (*! (9&! 8*<&;7<)'! -&%$B+! $+! *'-&'! (*! );9$&?&! )@@'*@'$)(&!
&+&'B/!<&?&<!)<$B+8&+(4!!#/&!8*<&;7<&%!8)/!*==&'!)!%$B+$=$;)+(!$8@'*?&8&+(!*?&'!#d
"! %/%(&8%4! !#/&%R! %7;9!)%!SC#H,IR! %9*T! $+(&+%&!).%*'.)+;&%!)(! <*+B!T)?&<&+B(9%!












! [L]! S'&-)%R! X4d54u! 0*'(*+R! X4! 24u! D*'+$<R! X4u! D*'*@;&)+7R! `4! 3*<&;7<)'!
>+-&'%()+-$+B! *=! C'B)+$;! 6*<)'! D&<<%O! E9&! D9)<<&+B&%4! ;DD1, -3&41, H&.1! DUUVR! '5R!
LgiLdLgii4!
! [J]! S$)+R! 54u! ^97R! 24u! E)+BR! X4u! E)+BR!_4u! ^9)+BR! F4! 1&;&+(! ,'*B'&%%! $+! (9&!
#&%$B+!*=!0)''*T!S)+-B)@!D*+W7B)(&-!,*</8&'%! =*'!G$B9d2==$;$&+;/!C'B)+$;!6*<)'!
D&<<%4!=%*91,=*+:41,)DE1!DU9DR!(BR!LJiJdLffL4!





! [e]! D9&+BR! I4dX4u! I)+BR! 64dG4u! G%7R! D4d64! 6/+(9&%$%! *=! D*+W7B)(&-! ,*</8&'%!
=*'!C'B)+$;!6*<)'!D&<<!"@@<$;)($*+%4!-3&41,H&C1!DUUVR!F6KR!ekgkdeiJf4!
! [g]! G*7R!X4u!G7*R!54u!G&R!D4u!I)+BR!D4u!5$R!I4!6/+(9&%$%!)+-!".%*'@($*+!6@&;(')!
*=! ,*</[fd[@9&+/<&+&?$+/<](9$*@9&+&]%! T$(9! D*+W7B)(&-! 6$-&! D9)$+%4!
2"D%*4*+&D$+&.!DUUQR!(KR!eiMdgKf4!
! [h]! G*7R! X4u! E)+R! ^4! )4u! I)+R! I4u! G&R! I4u! I)+BR! D4u! 5$R! I4! 6/+(9&%$%! )+-!
,9*(*?*<()$;! ,'*@&'($&%! *=! ET*d#$8&+%$*+)<! D*+W7B)(&-! ,*</(9$*@9&+&%! T$(9!
S$[(9$&+/<&+&?$+/<&+&]!6$-&!D9)$+%4!01,;41,-3&41,)*D1!DUURR!F5/R!MiLLdMiLg4!
! [k]! 5$R!I4u!^*7R!I4!D*+W7B)(&-!,*</8&'!,9*(*?*<()$;!3)(&'$)<%!T$(9!S'*)-!







T$(9! "<Q/<(9$&+/<! :'*7@%O! "! F&)%$.<&! "@@'*);9! E*! H8@'*?&! (9&! ,'*@&'($&%! *=!
,9*(*?*<()$;!,*</8&'%4!;89&?1,-3&41,@8#1,7A1!DU99R!G6R!igihdihKJ4!




";;&@(*'! D*@*</8&'%! =*'! 6*<)'! D&<<! "@@<$;)($*+%4! 01, 2"#&%1, -3&41!DU9DR! 55R! MLhkd
MLkh4!
! [LJ]! D9$7R! 64d_4u! 5$+R! 54dI4u! 5$+R! G4d_4u! D9&+R! I4dG4u! G7)+BR! ^4dI4u! 5$+R! I4dE4u!
5$+R! F4u! 5$7R! I4dG4u! _*+BR! V4dE4! "! #*+*'d";;&@(*'d";;&@(*'! 3*<&;7<&! =*'! `);778d


















X4! 6*<7($*+d,'*;&%%&-! 68)<<d3*<&;7<&! 6*<)'! D&<<%! T$(9! g4ht! 2==$;$&+;/4!!"#1, 2"#&%1!
DU9DR!FFR!MMdMk4!
! [Li]! E)+BR! D4! _4! ET*d5)/&'! C'B)+$;! ,9*(*?*<()$;! D&<<4! ;<<+1, =3:.1, >&##1!
9VWRR!'/R!LkfdLke4!
! [JK]! D9)+BR! D4dG4u! D9&+R! I4dD4u! G%7R! D4dI4u! D9*7R! G4dG4u! 5$+R! X4! E4! 6A7)')$+&d
"'/<)8$+&! 6&+%$($Z&'%! =*'! G$B9</! 2==$;$&+(! @dE/@&! #/&d6&+%$($Z&-! 6*<)'! D&<<%4! O%91,
>&##1!DU9DR!F'R!MhJgdMhJi4!
!! LfM!
! [JL]! D9&+R!:4u!6)%).&R!G4u!_)+BR!^4u!_)+BR!o4dF4u!G*+BR!^4u!I)+BR!I4u!V$-*R! X4!
D*d2?)@*')(&-! S7<Q! G&(&'*W7+;($*+! 6*<)'! D&<<%!T$(9! g4Kt! 2==$;$&+;/4!;AC1,2"#&%1!
DU9DR!5'R!JhgkdJhhf4!
! [JJ]! #&$+BR!V4!D4u!3)/&'9*==&'R!>4u!_7'(9+&'R!F4u!3&&'9*<ZR!V4!"BB'&B)($*+d
#&@&+-&+(! ,9*(*?*<()$;! ,'*@&'($&%! *=! 6A7)')$+&w,DgLS3! S7<Q! G&(&'*W7+;($*+%4!
=3:.1,-3&41,-3&41,=3:.1!DU9DR!F'R!kfJkdkffM4!
! [Jf]! ,)+-&/R! 64! 64u! 3$Z7+*R! E4u! #)%R! 64! V4u! CB*8$R! I4u! G)/)%&R! 64! 6*<7($*+!
,'*;&%%).<&!E9$+!F$<8!C'B)+$;!,9*(*?*<()$;!D&<<%!S)%&-!*+!F)'!1&-!6&+%$($?&!6*<7.<&!
6A7)')$+&!#/&%4!L3E8,)*+EA,ME+4.!DU9DR!G55R!MKLdMKg4!
! [JM]! _&$R! :4u! o$)*R! o4u! _)+BR! 64u! ^$88&'8)+R! X4! #4u! 67+R! V4u! #$&?R! `4! `4u!
E9*8@%*+R! 34! 24u! F*''&%(R! 64! 14! "'/<)8$+&dS)%&-! 6A7)')$+&! #*+*'%! =*'! >%&! $+!
C'B)+$;!6*<)'!D&<<%4! "8*,>&##1!DU99R!FFR!MJgLdMJgM4!
! [Je]! _&$R!:4u!o$)*R!o4u!_)+BR!64u!67+R!V4u!S&'B&8)++R!V4!X4u!E9*8@%*+R!34!24u!
F*''&%(R! 64! 14! F7+;($*+)<$Z&-! 6A7)')$+&! #*+*'%! =*'! 0)+*;'/%()<<$+&! C'B)+$;!
,9*(*?*<()$;%4!;-),!"8*!DU99R!QR!ihJdihk4!
! [Jg]! o$)*R! o4u! _&$R! :4u! _)+BR! 64u! ^$88&'8)+R! X4! #4u! 1&+%9)TR! D4! V4u!
E9*8@%*+R! 34! 24u! F*''&%(R! 64! 14! 68)<<d3*<&;7<&! ,9*(*?*<()$;%! S)%&-! *+!
F7+;($*+)<$Z&-!6A7)')$+&!#*+*'!S<&+-%4!;AC1,2"#&%1!DU9DR!5'R!LiegdLigK4!
! [Jh]! S7';Q%(788&'R! G4u! V'*+&+.&'BR! 04! 34u! :%)+B&'R! 34u! 6(*<(&R! 34u!
3&&'9*<ZR!V4u!_7'(9+&'R! F4! E)$<*'&-!3&'*;/)+$+&!#/&%! =*'! 6*<7($*+d,'*;&%%&-!SGX!
6*<)'!D&<<%4!01,2"#&%1,-3&41!DU9UR!56R!JMKdJMf4!
! [Jk]! S~';Q%(~88&'R! G4u! E7</)Q*?)R! 24! `4u! #&@@$%;9R! 34u! 5&+Z&R! 34! 14u!
V'*+&+.&'BR! 04! 34u! :%{+B&'R! 34u! 6(*<(&R! 34u! 3&&'9*<ZR! V4u! _~'(9+&'R! F4! 2==$;$&+(!
6*<7($*+d,'*;&%%&-!S7<Q!G&(&'*W7+;($*+!6*<)'!D&<<%!./!"+($@)')<<&<!67@')8*<&;7<)'!
"'')+B&8&+(! *=! #$@*<)'! #*+*'p";;&@(*'! #/&%4! ;89&?1, -3&41, @8#1, 7A1! DU99R! G6R!
LLgJkdLLgfJ4!
! [Ji]! D)%('*R!F4!"4u!F)&%R!"4u!:&$B&'R!E4u!:')&==R!D4!F4!C4u!0)B&<R!34u!0~&%;9R!F4u!
G)+/R! 14! C+! (9&! >%&! *=! D/)+$+&! #/&%! )%! 5*TdS)+-B)@! 3)(&'$)<%! $+! S7<Q!
G&(&'*W7+;($*+!,9*(*?*<()$;!#&?$;&%4!):8#31,2&#1!DUURR!FGQR!ihfdihk4!
! [fK]! 3&+BR! F4u! D9&+R! V4u! E$)+R! G4u! ^7@@$'*<$R! 54u! 07&%;9R! F4! D/)+$+&! #/&!
";($+B! S*(9! )%! #*+*'! )+-! ";;&@(*'! $+! G&(&'*W7+;($*+! ,9*(*?*<()$;! #&?$;&%4!;<<+1,
=3:.1,>&##1!DUUMR!/5R!fhkkdfhiK4!
! [fL]! 6(&$+8)++R!`4u!V'*+&+.&'BR!04!34u!5&+Z&R!34!14u!:')=R!64!34u!G&'(&<R!#4u!






! [ff]! G)-Z$$*)++*7R! :4! 6&8$;*+-7;($+B! S<*;Q! D*@*</8&'%! =*'! 6&<=d
"%%&8.<&-!,9*(*?*<()$;!#&?$;&%4!2H),U$++1!DUUDR!5BR!MegdMgK4!
! [fM]! 6&B)<8)+R! 14! "4u! 3;D7<<*;9R! S4u! V$'8)/&'R! 64u! >'.)+R! X4! X4! S<*;Q!
D*@*</8&'%!=*'!C'B)+$;!C@(*&<&;('*+$;%4!2"D%*4*+&D$+&.!DUUVR!'5R!iJKediJLg4!
! [fe]! 6*88&'R! 34u! G7&((+&'R! 64u! E9&<)QQ)(R! 34! #*+*'d";;&@(*'! S<*;Q!
D*@*</8&'%!=*'!,9*(*?*<()$;!"@@<$;)($*+%4!01,2"#&%1,-3&41!DU9UR!56R!LKhkkdLKhih4!




S<*;Q%! =*'! +dE/@&! C'B)+$;! 2<&;('*+$;%O! 1&B$*;9&8$;)<</! 3*-7<)(&-! H+?&'%$*+! *=!
3)W*'$(/! D)''$&'! 6$B+! $+! ,&'=<7*'*)'&+&d3*-$=$&-! ,*</(9$*@9&+&! 6&8$;*+-7;(*'%4!
;89&?1,-3&41,@8#1,7A1!DUUMR!'5R!fiKKdfiKf4!
! [fk]! F);;9&(($R! "4u!37%9'7%9R!34u! I**+R!34dG4u!G7(;9$%*+R!:4!14u!1)(+&'R!34!
"4u! 3)'Q%R! E4! X4! S7$<-$+B! S<*;Q%! =*'! +dE/@&! 3*<&;7<)'! )+-! ,*</8&'$;! 2<&;('*+$;%4!





D/;<*@&+()-$(9$*@9&+&dS)%&-! C'B)+$;! 6&8$;*+-7;(*'%O! 2==&;(! *=! F<7*'$+)(&-!
67.%($(7&+(%! *+! 2<&;('*;9&8$;)<! )+-! D9)'B&! E')+%@*'(! ,'*@&'($&%4! 01, =3:.1, -3&41,
>&##1!DU99R!5R!gMkdgeM4!
! [MK]! I**+R! 34dG4u! F);;9&(($R! "4u! 6(&'+R! D4! 24u! 3)'Q%R! E4! X4! F<7*'*;)'.*+d
3*-$=$&-!C'B)+$;! 6&8$;*+-7;(*'%O!3*<&;7<)'! "';9$(&;(7'&R! 2<&;('*+$;R! )+-! D'/%()<!
6('7;(7'&! E7+$+B! *=! "'&+&d! ?&'%7%! F<7*'*)'&+&dE9$*@9&+&! C<$B*8&'! E9$+dF$<8!
,'*@&'($&%4!01,;41,-3&41,)*D1!DUURR!F5/R!ehiJdekKL4!
! [ML]! I**+R!34dG4u!#$S&+&-&((*R!64!"4u!17%%&<<R!34!E4u!F);;9&(($R!"4u!3)'Q%R!E4!X4!
G$B9d,&'=*'8)+;&! +dD9)++&<! D)'.*+/<dF7+;($*+)<$Z&-! j7)(&'(9$*@9&+&!
6&8$;*+-7;(*'%O! E9$+dF$<8! E')+%$%(*'! 1&%@*+%&! )+-! 3)W*'$(/! D)''$&'! E/@&!





! [Mf]! G)?$+B)R!24!24u! (&+!G*&?&R!_4u!_/+.&'BR!G4!"<(&'+)(&!#*+*'d";;&@(*'!
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